Consent Letter to associate as an Editorial Board Member

From,
Daniel Choi
Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Masdar Institute of Science and Technology
A Part of Khalifa University of Science and Technology, Abu Dhabi, UAE

To,
The Editorial Office
International Journal of Sensor Networks and Data Communications

I am Dr. Daniel Choi, willing to continue as an Editorial Board member for the “International Journal of Sensor Networks and Data Communications”, an Open access peer-reviewed journal, publishing scholarly articles in the fields of (Data Communication, Data Security, Distributed Sensor Networks, Mobile Communication, Network Algorithms, Network Security). I shall satisfy the regular responsibilities bestowed upon me as an Editorial Board Member. I shall be prompt in responding the communications received from the journal office. I assure to follow the standard publication ethics as an Editor. I shall not be biased in taking decision on articles assigned to me and promise to maintain the quality.

Disclaimer
I accept the responsibility associated with journal editor, and clearly understood the journal review policy and article processing charges. I shall also support the Journal related promotional activities with maximum possible efforts and work voluntarily for its improvement.

Name and Affiliation:
Daniel Choi
Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Masdar Institute of Science and Technology,
A Part of Khalifa University of Science and Technology, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Signature:

Date: December 1, 2017